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Introducing New MIS Co-Presidents
by Wanda Matthes

In October, 2016, the MIS Executive Board selected Wanda and Duane
Matthes to assume the role of Co-Presidents of the MIS. Laurie Wirth, who
has served the Society so well since 2010 will now become an Ex-Officio. All
other officers on the board of the MIS will remain the same.
We want to thank all of the MIS Board members for their constant efforts and
staying “in place”, allowing the business of the MIS to remain stable as we go
through these changes.
Wanda and Duane have been members of the MIS since 1996, attending their
first convention, the eighth for the MIS, at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania in
April of that year. At that meeting, they met Marilyn Karmason, Joan Stake,
Nicholas Dawes, Helen Cunningham and Marshall Katz, all authors of
wonderful books on majolica!
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Both Wanda and Duane have held active leadership and creative roles in the
Society. Duane created the first web site for the Majolica International
Society and keeps the Society connected with his Majolica Mail. Wanda
assumed the role of Editor and Chief of our quarterly newsletter, Majolica
Matters in 2004 and continues in that role at present. Duane is the publisher
of our newsletter.
The complete list of the Majolica International Society Board Members
Co-President: Wanda and Duane Matthes
Secretary: Carolyn Brownawell
Treasurer: Amy Griffin
Annual Convention Chair: Carol Harkess
Vice President - Programs: Darci Iola
Vice President - Editor of "Majolica Matters": Wanda Matthes
Vice President - Membership: Maryanne Leckie
Director of Information/Web Site: Jim Harkess
Librarian: Deborah English
Museum Chair: Philip English
Nominating Committee Chairman: Joan Stacke
Ex-officio:
Joan Stacke Graham
Ed Flower
Laurie Wirth
Past Presidents - Emeritus:
Michael Strawser - President and Society Founder 1989 - 1995
Gerald Leberfeld - President 1995 - 1998
Joan Stacke Graham - President 1998 – 2001
Phil English - President 2002 – 2005
LeRoy Davis - President 2005 – 2007
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Laurie Wirth-Melliand – President 2010 - 2015
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BARD 2016 will be May 4, 2016

by Phil English & Duane Matthes

Prometheus—Found!

by Laurie Wirth-Melliand

Miranda Goodby, Senior Ceramics Curator at
Potteries Museum at Stoke -on- Trent
The Bard Graduate Center confirmed to MIS that our
2016 Joan Stacke Lecture Series will be Miranda
Goodby, Senior Ceramics Curator at Potteries Museum
at Stoke -on- Trent. She has committed be deliver the
lecture on May 4th, at BARD NY, NY. Please save that
date! The title of her lecture is being determined.
The ceramic collections at Potteries Museum at Stokeon- Trent include the finest collection of Staffordshire
ceramics anywhere in the world, reflecting the City’s
heritage as the center of the English ceramics industry.
As well as British ceramics, the Museum has significant
collections of ceramics from all over the world, ranging
from the Neolithic to the present day.
The collection is internationally renowned and includes
a large collection of Staffordshire and salt-glazed
stonewares. The 18th and 19th centuries are very well
represented with collections of the major Staffordshire
factories such as Wedgwood, Spode, Minton and less
well known factories such as that of William
Greatbatch.
The museum also has significant
collections of figures, including the Elizabeth Marianne
Wood Collection of 18th and 19th century figures and
the Pugh Collection of Victorian Staffordshire portrait
figures.
These collections are complemented by their collections
of world ceramics, which include East Asian ceramics,
Italian Renaissance maiolica and Islamic pottery.
The gallery includes a technical section illustrating the
production techniques of pottery and also includes
more unusual collections, such as the Keiller collection
of 667 cow creamer jugs and the Marjorie Davies
collection of nearly 300 frog mugs.

ADDMISSION IS FREE!

May 4, 2016, at BARD NY, NY. Please save that date!
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Phil English and Nic Boston bound, or should we
say bond, over the Prometheus Vase at Strawser’s
Majolica for the Connoisseur Auction on October
31st, 2015.
We all have pieces of majolica that have been on our
collector’s radar for a long time. It’s a piece that makes
our hearts beat faster every time we see a picture or
know it’s coming up at auction. Michael Strawser
confessed recently to pining for Copeland’s Sloth and
Mischief for twenty years. Personally, I’ve longed for
Minton’s Turtle Tea Pot ever since I saw one at a
collector’s home during the MIS convention in New
York in 2009. As majolica collectors, we all have our
“weak in the knees” piece that we just can’t stop
thinking about.
Deb English relates that she and Phil (especially Phil)
were captivated by Minton’s Prometheus Vase when
they saw it in the home of dear friends many years ago.
Deb confides that when Phil saw it for the first time, he
fell on his knees, began doing salaams of praise, and
placed it as the NUMBER 1 priority on his majolica
must-have wish list.
Well, Minton’s Prometheus vase finally came to
Michael Strawser’s Majolica for the Connoisseur
Auction last October and—you guessed it—Phil’s longawaited, must-have Prometheus vase is his at last. The
rare, monumental piece will reside in their dining room
in Maryland. Deb’s reaction to the new addition for
their majolica collection? “I hope it doesn’t gross out
guests while they’re eating—I mean really—would you
want to dine in front of a piece of pottery that depicts
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an eagle tearing out a man’s liver while he’s bound to
the side of a mountain?”

REGISTER NOW FOR

CONVENTION 2016
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Majolica Masterpieces Buck the Trend
by Roland Arkell

Reprinted from the Antiques Trade Gazette, Clevedon
Salerooms and Strawser Majolica Auctions.

Two versions of a celebrated German majolica tureen
appeared for sale in a matter of weeks – both bringing
sterling prices in an otherwise soft market for 19th
century ceramics.

Eagle tearing out a man’s liver while he’s bound to
the side of a mountain
Put me on the guest list, please. You can feast your
eyes on the Prometheus vase in Phil and Deb’s home by
signing up for the next MIS Convention in Baltimore,
August 25-28, 2016.

Reviewing Society’s Mailing Addresses
There are only two US Postal address to use for MIS
society business:
To the Treasurer:

Majolica International Society
Amy C. Griffin
8912 Crestview Drive
Denton, TX 76207

To the Secretary:

Majolica International Society
Joan Graham
176 E 71st, APT #14E
New York, NY 10021

 Email addresses for all officers are at the web site:
www.MajolicaSociety.com/mis_officers_and_contacts.htm

 Electronic Dues Payments can be made at:
www.MajolicaSociety.com/payments.htm
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Clevedon Salerooms description: Rare 19th Century
majolica game pie dish, probably Joseph Roth, based
on the Minton design No.2062, the cover decorated
with a figure of a frog amongst foliage and ivy
leaves, the base with a head of a fox to either end
peering around the corner at two ducks amongst
ferns on a bark ground, the oval foot formed as
intertwined logs, foliage and ferns, impressed mark
J.R. 1306, 40.5cm wide
The 'frog and foxes' game pie dish by Hugo Lonitz &
Co. is considered the masterpiece of the
Neuhaldensleben factory. Lonitz exhibited alongside
Minton and George Jones at a number of international
exhibitions including the Philadelphia Centennial
Exhibition of 1876 and at the Melbourne Exhibition of
1880.
The 16” (40cm) tureen is beautifully modelled with a
base of ducks chased around a sawn tree trunk by foxes
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that form the handles. A large naturalistic frog
provides the finial to the lid.
The example offered at Clevedon Salerooms near
Bristol, UK on November 19, 2015 had been found in a
modest apartment in Weston Super Mare.
Estimated at £400-600, it sold for £14,000 (plus 20%
buyer's premium) to a private buyer.
The price was doubtless influenced by the performance
of another version of the Lonitz tureen offered by US
majolica specialists Strawser Auctions in Wolcottville,
Indiana on October 31.
That example, one of only two known with its original
liner, sold at $48,000/£32,000 (plus 18% buyer's
premium).
Antiques Trade Gazette is the weekly bible of the fine
art and antiques industry. Read articles like this every
week in the Antiques Trade Gazette or ATG app.

Lot # 55 at the 2015 “Fine Majolica for the
Connoisseur #2” by Strawser Auctions. Minton
mushroom tureen c. 1875, modelled as an oval fern
and ivy tree trunk with leafy green ground, fixed
under tray, with mischievous fox at either end
watching two unsuspecting mallard ducks, lid
modelled as the top of a tree trunk with trailing ivy
and large mushroom handle, 16” w, 7 ½” h.
So much fun to study and compare!!!

http://www.antiquestradegazette.com
Update: James Carr - New York City Pottery
by Duane Matthes
As a follow-up to Sheldon Rice’s collection article and
the “James Carr” article that appeared in the last
Majolica Matter, I wanted to share a new find (for me)
and recent observation in a dealer case in Ohio!

Strawser Auctions description: A Magnificent, Rare
and Important Hugo Lonitz Majolica ‘Frog’ Tureen
and Cover with Original Liner c.1880. Only one of
two known with original liner. Beautifully molded
as ducks being chased around a sawn tree trunk by
foxes all amongst fern leaves and foliage, the cut
wood colored cover decorated with ivy and white
blossoms with a large green frog for a handle and all
supported by undulating woven branches. This
design is recognized amongst collectors as the
centerpiece to a collection of Hugo Lonitz Majolica,
also as one of the most desirable Majolica tureens
ever produced, 17"w, 8 1/2"
If the Lonitz tureen was based on the based on the Minton
design No.2062 then we can also discover one of these in the
2015 Fine Majolica for the Connoisseur #2 by Strawser
Auctions.
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While Wanda and I were doing some “on the road”
shopping, I ran into this little American jewel. It
appeared to be a small creamer/pitcher and obvious
from the shell and seaweed pattern made by American
James Carr.

Carr creamer about 4.5” tall
Another shape and find for the Karmason Library!
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Majolica? Maiolica? Which is it? What is it?

5.

by David Tulk, of Madelena Antiques

A. Portuguese Palissy

MAIOLICA MAJOLICA
These two words have been used interchangeably and still
are. Present day dictionary compilers and online search
engines define these two words as interchangeable. Fans of
majolica know there is more to it. We can see they are
different. We know they are different.
Even the seventeen volume Oxford English Dictionary gets it
wrong with definition 3. Majolica n. “… a type of 19th
century earthenware… introduced by Minton in 1851…
(having) an opaque white tin or sometimes lead glaze, of
vaguely Renaissance inspiration.” This is a description of
tin-glaze maiolica, not majolica.

B. English Palissy
C. majolica
D. maiolica
6.

B. commercial failure copied by almost nobody
7.

1.

2.

8.

How many of these 3 products had lead in the
glaze in 1860? Victorian majolica, Italian
maiolica, Delftware?
A. 3
B. 2
C. 1

9.

How many of these 3 products had tin in the
glaze in 1860? Victorian majolica, Italian
maiolica, Delftware
A. 3

A. True
B. False

C. 1

In the 19th century what other word was
commonly used in England for Italian tinglaze maiolica?
B. Majolika
Tin glaze is a mix of sand, potash (or similar)
and the oxides of lead and tin.
A. True
B. False

4.

B. Majolica

Minton exhibited two new products at the Great
Exhibition of 1851. They were named ‘Palissy
ware’ and ‘Majolica’.

A. Majolica
3.

Writing in 1877 Leon Arnoux refers to Minton,
Wedgwood and George Jones as manufacturers
of
A. Palissy ware

QUIZ

Answers are at the end. No trick questions but you have to
read carefully. If you score 8 or more consider yourself very
well informed. Below 8 and you might want to cogitate upon
the source material in the ‘QUIZ EVIDENCE’ blog from
Madelena Antiques & Collectables.

Minton’s ‘Majolica’ product exhibited in
1851 became a
A. commercial success copied throughout Europe
and US

The problem starts with the majolica/maiolica names muddle
that existed long before 1848. But it got worse in the years
that followed.
So here is a fun quiz illuminating facts relevant to the
definition of lead-glaze Victorian majolica. Three pre-1880
publications provide the evidence.
Understanding the
difference between lead-glaze and tin-glaze is one part of the
picture.

What were the public calling Minton’s ‘Palissy
ware’ by 1875?

Lead glaze is a mix of sand, potash (or similar)
and the oxide of lead
A. True
B. False
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B. 2
10. How is the look of tin-glaze earthenware best
described?
A. An opaque white enamel with colored
decoration
B. A covering of opaque white enamel with
painted decoration
C. A covering of opaque white enamel with
painted decoration in the Italian style.
Answers:
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.

A
A
C
A
B

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.

A
A
B
A
B

Reference: http://madelena.com/blog/victorianmajolica-pottery-definition-more/
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”Grandmother’s” Majolica
By Duane Matthes

We call these German majolica bread baskets. I have a
cute story to share then I’ll take you on a tour. But first
some background on these majolica show offs!

Wanda bought one recently and we found this telling
set of labels on this very common German bread basket
made from a majolica Chestnut Leaf plate and wire
basket. This basket has the singular large circular wire
spiral foot that you can see in the photo of the baskets
under side. I want to spend a little time on the label
that reads “Grandmother’s Wedding Gift 1890”. What
could that mean? Did Grandmother receive it in 1890,
as a wedding present, or did Grandmother give it to
someone and tell them that it was c. 1890. We shall
never know which story is the actual story but we can
only dream.
The second label that read’s “Majolica 90.00” is done at
a different time, in a different font and ink color. It is
probably not the original price (that would have been
much less, if it means dollars) but some family
members appraisal over the years in the generations
that held Grandmother’s wedding gift!

They are formed with a base of a continental
majolica plate (about 5” to 6”), surrounded by a
decorative wire structure that includes handles (full
diameter is 10” to 14”). This plate is unmarked and
we call it Chestnut Leaves. Above are photos of the
front, back and some old attached labels.

Enlarged photo of two of the basket’s sticky labels.
Here are more examples of these lovely baskets with no
historic family labels, just the bueaty of majolica and
twisted wires! Enjoy these bueaties!

We don’t actually collect these beautiful baskets that
are combinations of wire and majolica plates, but
Wanda does deal in them at her retail shop, as they
make great wall displays when hung by the bases on
kitchen walls in simple or complex groupings. The
form colorful textured arrangements.
Most consist of a German (marked and unmarked)
plates secured in the bottom of a woven wire structured
to transform a simple plate into a deep bowl. Some
have intricate shaped side handles and others have a
full basket handle like the one pictured above. Some
have one large circular wire spiral foot, while others
have 3 or 4 sturdy round stiff feet. Wanda and I,
imagine that they were used to hold bread and/or rolls
on a common Victorian dinner table. The wire sides
make them a hardier dish than the plate they started as!
Some handles are shaped like hearts and some like
simple circles and geometric designs.
MAJOLICA MATTERS
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Convention 2016 - Keynote Speaker
by Darci Iola

It pleases me very much to announce that Mr. Ulysses
Grant Dietz has accepted our invitation to be the
keynote speaker for
the
Majolica
International
Society
2016
Convention
in
Baltimore
on
Saturday, August
27th.
Mr. Dietz is Chief
Curator, Curator of
Decorative Arts at
the
Newark
Museum
in
Newark,
New
Jersey, and by the
time he speaks to
MIS, he will be in his 36th year at the Newark Museum.
He plans to discuss a survey of Gilded Age designs that
puts majolica in context with other kinds of pottery and
porcelain, as well as furniture, silver, and jewelry.
Ulysses Grant Dietz grew up in Syracuse, New York,
where his “Leave it to Beaver” life was enlivened by his
fascination with vampires, from Bela Lugosi to
Barnabas Collins. He studied French at Yale, and was
trained to be a museum curator at the University of
Delaware. A curator for thirty-two years, Ulysses has
never stopped writing fiction for the sheer pleasure of
it. He created the character of Desmond Beckwith in
1988 as his personal response to Anne Rice's landmark
novels.
Alyson Books released his first novel,
Desmond, in 1998. Vampire in Suburbia is his second
novel.
By the way, the name Ulysses was not his parents' idea
of a joke: he is a great-great grandson of Ulysses S.
Grant, and his mother is the President's last living
great-grandchild. Every year on April 27 he gives a
speech at Grant's Tomb in New York City.

Wired majolica Bread Basket beauties.
Next issue I’ll share what I know about the “butter pat”
version of the Victorian wire basket – something we refer to
as an individual roll plate.
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A few non-fiction books by Ulysses G. Dietz
 Dream House: The White House as an
American Home
 Great Pots: Contemporary Ceramics from
Function to Fantasy
 The Newark Museum Collection of American
Art Pottery

I’m sure his Keynote presentation will be very exciting.
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Convention 2016, Baltimore, Maryland
by Duane Matthes

Thursday Aug. 25th through Sunday Aug. 28th 2016
Sheraton Inner Harbor Hotel, Baltimore, Maryland

Sheraton Inner Harbor Hotel view

Sheraton Inner Harbor Hotel Club Lounge
Make all your reservations today! Fill out and return
the enclosed MIS Convention reservation, then call the
hotel for a room and finally, see to your travel
reservations! That’s how easy it is!
There are many advantages to being an early bird.
Some events have a participant count limit, so commit
now and benefit by being early!
We are going to have a fabulous time, and see so many
exciting things!
Our convention chairman, Carol
Harkess, has scheduled three wonderful member home
visits. Each home will display magnificent collections
of majolica and other antiques. These three outings will
comprise a once in a lifetime, truly memorable
Maryland regional adventure.

Thursday’s home visit will be to the home that
created these majolica holiday “tablescapes”. No
telling what we will find in this collectors home!
Friday 8:00a.m. Breakfast with Speaker Presentations
Friday 10:00a.m. Visit the Walter’s Museum
Friday Afternoon visit Baltimore Antique Show or
other self-interests
Friday Night – Explore Baltimore - Dinner on your own
Saturday 8:30a.m. Breakfast with Speaker Presentations
Saturday 11:30a.m. Board a bus to visit a MIS member
home majolica collection, other collections and lunch
Saturday 5p.m. Majolica Heaven Preview Party
Saturday 7:30p.m. Gala Dinner with Keynote Speaker

A brief summary of events:
All times and activities are tentative and a final detail
schedule will be available a schedules develop.
Thursday 3:30pm - 7:30pm, Home visit and appetizers
(Limited to first 35 registrants who RSVP for this event)

MAJOLICA MATTERS
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WW2 History Tour Across Europe

by Jim Harkess and Duane Matthes

This article all starts with an email from MIS world travelers
Carol and Jim Harkess and an email they sent to some of the
membership. That email and their photos follows.

Saturday’s home visit will be outstanding and full of
large and small collections and great art
Sunday 7:45a.m. Breakfast and Business Meeting
Sunday Majolica Heaven at the Hotel
Sunday Noon – 2:00p.m. Bus to a MIS home visit in
Chestertown, Maryland
Sunday 3:30p.m. Bus leaves residence to return to hotel
by 6pm. This home visit will be by RSVP only. The
MIS CANNOT GUARANTEE return to the hotel at any
specific hour, due to the unpredictable nature of traffic.
Please consider staying over Sunday night if your plans
include air travel.

Ceramic flowers on French graves mostly dated to
WW1 and earlier

MIS home visit in Chestertown, Maryland

Chestertown, Maryland home visit will include a
fine collection American furniture, English
Staffordshire and an outstanding collection of
majolica.
MAJOLICA MATTERS

Notice in the bottom photo how the natural debris
has collected in the leave resembling nature as the
flowers might look in a garden or live memorial
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Carol and I just returned from a WW2 history tour
across Europe. We spent two nights at Chateau
Quineville in Normandy (Erwin Rommel stayed there
while supervising improvements to the Atlantic wall).
We walked through a church cemetery near the chateau
and found these ceramic flowers sitting on top of a
number of the graves. The graves mostly dated to
WW1 and earlier. I’ve attached several pictures.
The glazing on these pieces appears very similar to
French majolica and the style of many of the flowers is
that of Massier. They appear to be purely decorative
and I assume were intended specifically for this
purpose. I was only able to photograph one mark that
was on the top of an arm of the floral cross (didn’t want
to incur any sort of wrath by looking at the bottoms of
the others!)

A second observation is that current companies like
Mahieu which was founded in 1909 in Bouchain, in
Northern France, by Henri Mahieu currently produce
grave decorations.
For twenty years, "slips" (pot
holders, pitchers, vases, etc.) were manufactured by
Mahieu, and were highly valued objects at the time.
His son, Raoul Mahieu, gradually orientated from
pottery to funerary. The company grew throughout the
20th century to become one of the major players in the
market for funeral decoration in France.
These products are built to last, season after season: the
items are manufactured from raw materials that ensure
exceptional resistance to bad weather and frost. They
are therefore perfectly adapted for outdoor use in all
seasons.

Marks on a ceramic bouquet on a French graves
I can’t find this mark in Kovel’s Dictionary of Marks or
other references either printed or on the internet. We
didn’t see these flowers in other graveyards around
France or other surrounding countries. Do any of our
frequent French travelers have information about
these? Do you think they would be considered
majolica? Any idea of the manufacturer?
Regards, Jim
Jim got several responses from various members but the most
solid response was done by member dealer Philippe Meunier.
The following will summarize Philippe’s responses to Jim.
Several observations can be made. First I offer two
photos from the historical collections from the archives
at the Sarreguemines Museum and their production of
grave ceramic flowers.

Sarreguemines Museum examples of their Victorian
grave decorations
MAJOLICA MATTERS

Contemporary Mahieu Faïencerie examples of
All are made entirely by hand, they are unique and
each carries their creator's imprint.
Also, looking back at the April 2012 Majolica Matters, I
wrote an article named: “The French Souvenir” which
documented Wanda’s and my adventures in Paris’ Cimetière
St-Vincent near the Basilique du Sacre Coeur, Montmartre
area, and photographing some of these historic cemetery
beauties.

The 2012 article “French Souvenir” as documented
the Sarreguemines Rose cemetery flower
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G. Jones Strawberry Blossom Plate, #3363
By Wanda Matthes

• In 1907 the works was renamed to the Crescent
Potteries.
• 1920 Cauldon Potteries moved from their factory in
Cauldon Place, Shelton to share the Crescent Pottery.
• In 1924 Coalport China was sold to Cauldon Potteries
Ltd. who in turn moved to operate from the Crescent
Pottery. George Jones & Sons Ltd., Cauldon Potteries
Ltd. and Coalport China Co. Ltd. were all operating
from the Crescent Pottery.
•1955 Coalport China moved from the Crescent Works
to the factory of Samuel Redford, High Street, Fenton.
•1957 George Jones & Sons Ltd. ceased trading.

Jones Strawberry Blossom Plate, #3363

Trent Potteries (later Crescent Potteries, later George
Jones & Sons), Stoke-upon-Trent - built c.1865.
Photo Source: Stoke-on-Trent City Handbook 1957

Now back to the subject at hand, plate #3363. This is
one of my favorite patterns in George Jones pieces and I
know that it is a favorite of many of you as well. I
recently purchased a group of sixteen, George Jones
Strawberry Blossom Plates, which I believe had been
together for many years…There were four different
marks represented on the plates. My descriptions
follow with pictures of the four variations I’ve found:
1) British Registry mark and the overlapping “GJ”
monogram and the pattern number 3363 in the
unglazed thumbprint.
2) British Registry mark and pattern number 3363
in the unglazed thumbprint
3) The overlapping “GJ” monogram and the
pattern number 3363 in the unglazed
thumbprint
4) The pattern 3363 in the unglazed thumbprint
and no other marking.
The bases of all of the plates were mottling in the
typical George Jones mottling.

First a review of Trent Potteries (later Crescent
Potteries), Stoke-upon-Trent the history & chronology
of these works is complicated and, as ever, dates are
approximate.
• In 1856 George Jones opened a pottery showroom in
Glebe Street.
• 1865 George Jones built the Trent Potteries 'adjoining
the Newcastle-under-Lyme Canal and the NewcastleUttoxeter Road'.
• From 1872 China ware was also made.
• 1873 the company was renamed as George Jones &
Sons. George Jones died in 1893 - the business
continued with the original name 'George Jones &
Sons'.
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George Jones Strawberry Blossom Plate marks come
if variations and here are picture of four of them.
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Variations on a theme…
by Wanda Matthes

George Jones . . . Five, Six and Eight
by Wanda Matthes
George Jones made several different oyster plates, two
of which are pictured on p. 96 of Karmason, Stake,
“Majolica”. The most well-known is the six lobes with
shells separating the lobes and a raised round shell for
the sauce. The 8” plate is number 3589 and the larger
one which is 10” is number 3463. He also made a
Boteler plate.

George Jones Monkey Tea Set with Tray
I recently purchased the George Jones monkey tea set.
Being the eternal optimist, I had purchased a cup to the
set years ago and waited to the saucer to appear… I felt
sure that this cup would match the full set, since they
were both cobalt. This was not true!

Years ago, I purchased a small five lobe shell and sea
weed oyster plate with raised figural sauce well by
George Jones. The diameter of this plate is 6 ½". The
numbers on the back appears to be 3741 or 3141. The
mark on the back is the impressed G on J inside a circle
which is 1861-73.
The next plate in this shape and form that I purchased
was an eight lobe plate which measures 10". The
number on the back is clearly 3401. Victoria Bergeson,
in her book, “Majolica”, states that 3401 is an oyster
plate. The mark on the back is not clear, but could be
the G on J inside a circle.
Recently, I purchased a six lobe plate in this form with
the number 3407 on the back. This plate measures 8" in
diameter. The base bears both the G on J in a circle as
well as the British Registry Mark.

George Jones Monkey Tea cup variations
The cups’ interior was pink, not aqua like the two
which came with my set. Another difference was that
the white flower bud at the top of the handle, which on
the full set, is open, was closed on the one I already
owned. Perhaps, George decided that the open bud
was vulnerable to damage. If he used the closed bud,
the damage problem was lessened.
The other
difference was that one cup handle of the full set is
supported by a green flower stem of the handle and the
other cup has a brown stem which forms the handle.
The cups with aqua interiors, which came with the set
are larger (2 3/8” by 3 ¼”wide). The single cup with
the pink interior is a bit smaller (2 ¼” tall by 3 1/8”
wide), therefore the stem, which is green, and curves
downward a bit more because the cup is slightly
smaller.
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“Majolica” by Marilyn Karmason and Joan Stacke
shows a six lobe plate in the shape and form and states
that it is 10" in diameter and that the number is 1874.
The Jim and Vivian Karsnitz's book, “Oyster Plates”,
pictures a six lobe oyster plate in this form, on page 44,
and states that it is 10" in diameter.
First of all, I was surprised to find this plate in three
sizes and now it appears that the 10" plate was made as
a six lobe form, as well as, and an eight lobe form.

Please send your comments and material
for the newsletter to:
Wanda Matthes
3801 Indigo Drive
Plano, Texas
Phone: 972 – 596 - 2964
eMail: Wanda@eMajolica.com
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